
CHANDRAX-ray Center 60 Garden St., Cambridge Massahusetts 02138 USAMEMORANDUMDate: January 22, 2002From: Beth Biller, Paul Pluinsky, Rihard EdgarTo:Subjet: Using Chandra Level 0 Event Histogram Files to Charaterize the High-EnergyPartile BakgroundRe:C:File: hist_writeup.texVersion: 3.3 AbstratWe have analyzed �30 ACIS data sets olleted in \Event Histogram" mode in order to hara-terize the bakground of the S3 and I3 CCDs produed by high-energy harged partiles. We haveomputed ount rates in four energy bands (0.5-2.0 keV, 0.5-7.0 keV, 5.0-10.0 keV, and 0.3-10.0 keV)at the bottom and top of the CCDs. We have determined that the S3 bakground is atter, albeithigher, than the I3 bakground whih exhibits a 20% inrease from bottom to top. We have reatedomposite bakground spetra for both CCDs. These spetra have dramatially di�erent shapes andfeatures for the BI and FI CCDs. We have also investigated the time variability of this bakgroundand have found that this omponent varied by �20% over the 1 14 year interval onsidered. We havealso ompared the omposite bakground spetra to the bakground data from sky observations andfrom the Dark Moon pointings. We �nd an exellent agreement between Event Histogram spetraand the Dark Moon spetra.1 Event Histogram Mode DataFor exposure times longer than 5 ks where HRC is in the foal plane, ACIS ollets data in \Event His-togram" mode. In this mode, ACIS identi�es events in exatly the same manner as \Timed Exposure"mode, but instead of reporting individual events, ACIS aumulates pulse-height distributions (spetra)of the summed pulse height of the aepted events. Using the urrent parameter bloks (PB), onlyevents with ASCA grades 0, 2, 3, 4, and 6 are aepted and data are aquired in 1650 frame (5,348s)intervals. Two suh parameter bloks have been used through June 2001, one (WT0023C014, PB ID#=2342932) aepts events from the top 201 rows (rows 801-1001) and the other (WT0023A014, PBID #=2334740) aepts events from the bottom 201 rows (21-221) of the CCD. Only �ve CCDs areused during these runs: I1-I3, S2 and S3. Separate event histogram �les are produed for eah nodeof the ative CCDs. After June 2001, the Event Histograms will be aquired from the entire quadrantif the SIM is at the HRC-I position. Sine the ux from osmi X-rays foussed by the HRMA is zeroand the ux from the external alibration soure is negligible while the SIM is at the position whihputs the HRC-I into the fous of the HRMA, these data an be used to haraterize the bakgroundprodued by high-energy partiles.We analyzed omposite front-side (I3) and bak-side (S3) spetra derived from these histogram �les.We seleted the longest exposures available, espeially fousing on observations longer than 60 ks. Onlyobservations done with ACIS at -120 C were onsidered. Table 1 ontains a summary of the OBSIDSwe seleted. 1 / 17



High-Energy Partile Bakground
Table 1: Summary of OBSIDSObsid Observation Date Exposure Time Part of Chip(yy/mm/dd) kse26 00-02-04 62.8 bottom27 00-02-15 48.6 top87 00-04-24 29.8 top142 00-02-16 24.5 bottom328 00-02-12 9.8 bottom364 00-02-21 44.7 bottom437 00-02-13 24.1 top438 00-02-16 9.8 bottom557 00-02-14 8.4 top562 00-02-14 7.5 bottom607 00-07-10 5.6 top612 00-09-11 5.2 bottom738 00-02-12 27.0 bottom742 00-02-13 19.8 bottom756 00-02-11 45.8 bottom848 00-03-11 4.8 bottom849 00-05-26 10.4 top964 00-03-02 124.8 bottom999 01-03-05 17.8 top1004 01-01-12 11.8 bottom1515 00-02-03 4.8 top1549 01-01-15 5.6 top1555 01-03-09 7.6 top1670 01-03-05 18.3 bottom1735 00-06-21 9.5 top1736 00-06-21 8.5 bottom1741 00-06-22 7.2 top1862 00-12-18 35.7 bottom1918 00-10-27 10.0 bottom2430 01-03-24 10.5 bottom
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High-Energy Partile BakgroundTable 2: Total Event Histogram Countrates (ountrates in rows 21-221 plus ountrates in rows 801-1001)in Various Energy Bands on S3 and I3hip 0.5-2 keV 0.5-7 keV 5-10 keV 0.3-10 keVS3 0.042 0.120 0.185 0.298I3 0.022 0.066 0.042 0.1112 Data2.1 Energy Band SumsTo determine the intensity of the partile bakground aross the bandpasses typially used for analysisof Chandra data, we alulated total ount rates for a number of broad spetral bands. The bandsonsidered were 0.3-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV, 0.5-7 keV, and 5-10 keV. These bands allow a diret omparisonto bakground rates from ACIS sky bakground spetra (Markevith, 1999). Rates were determinedfor all 402 rows onsidered (rate in rows 21-221 plus rate in rows 801-1001, Table 2) and eah nodeand setion (either rows 21-221 or 801-1001) of the S3 and I3 hips (Table 3 to Table 6). Rates werealulated by summing together all appropriate event histograms aross multiple obsids. PHA binswere onverted into keV using the aisD2000-01-29gainN003.�ts gain �le from the CALDB. Sine thedetetor in histogram mode does not reord the loation of eah event on the hip, we reated averagegain orretion tables for the top (rows 21-221) and bottom (rows 801-1001) of eah hip. We performedtwo additional orretions on the event histogram data in order to mimi the grade seletion and gainorretion used with event mode data. Spei�ally we: 1) subtrated bad olumns from the relevantACIS bakground event �les (Markevith, 1999) and 2) �tted lines in the event histogram data takenwhen HRC-S was in the foal plane, using these �ts to tweak the released gain table. (When HRC-S isin the foal plane, ACIS sits diretly below the external alibration soure, providing exellent emissionlines for energy alibration.) The released gain table was adjusted by less than 1%. We are urrentlyinvestigating the ause of this slight gain di�erene between the Event Histogram mode data and theTimed Event mode data.We �nd signi�ant node to node variation on both S3 and I3. This variation stems from the di�erenein grade seletion between event histogram data and event �le data. Various bad olumns and pixels areremoved during standard data proessing from event �le data. The lak of spatial data for eah eventpreludes a similar removal for event histogram data. We have attempted to mimi bad olumn removalby subtrating out the rates extrated from the node boundary olumns of ACIS sky bakgrounds fromthe event histogram data. However, other bad olumns and pixels remain in the data. This ausesseparate nodes on eah hip to vary signi�antly in bakground with respet to eah other.The ount rates in the standard energy bands reet signi�ane divergene in behavior betweendi�erent hips. The bakground on S3 is twie that on I3 aross all four energy bands. We observeenergy dependent di�erenes as well. On S3, the largest share of total ounts within the 0.3-10 keVenergy band falls into the 5-10 keV energy band. I3 reeives higher ountrates at moderate energies,with ountrates in the 0.5-7 keV band omprising the majority of the total ountrate from 0.3-10 keV.We onsider the ratio of the 5-10 keV band to the 0.5-7 keV band (the two bands losest in width inenergy spae) in order to more quantitatively determine the high vs. low energy response of varioussetions of the I3 and S3 hips. These ratios are listed in Table 7. The high-energy omponent learlydominates on S3.To determine the intensity di�erene in the observed partile bakground between the top and the3 / 17



High-Energy Partile BakgroundTable 3: Countrates in Various Energy Bands for Rows 21-221 on S3node 0.5-2 keV 0.5-7 keV 5-10 keV 0.3-10 keV0 5.351e-03 1.568e-02 2.189e-02 3.555e-02� 1.195e-04 � 1.941e-04 � 2.189e-04 � 2.887e-041 5.299e-03 1.568e-02 2.418e-02 3.882e-02� 1.313e-04 � 2.031e-04 � 2.299e-04 � 3.129e-042 5.184e-03 1.580e-02 2.531e-02 3.974e-02� 1.308e-04 � 2.041e-04 � 2.397e-04 � 3.150e-043 5.059e-03 1.577e-02 2.621e-02 4.003e-02� 1.141e-04 � 1.940e-04 � 2.397e-04 � 3.030e-04sum 2.089e-02 6.293e-02 9.760e-02 1.541e-01� 2.483e-04 � 3.978e-04 � 4.644e-04 � 6.101e-04Table 4: Countrates in Various Energy Bands for Rows 801-1001 on S3node 0.5-2 keV 0.5-7 keV 5-10 keV 0.3-10 keV0 5.138e-03 1.435e-02 2.238e-02 3.631e-02� 1.814e-04 � 2.929e-04 � 3.554e-04 � 4.606e-041 6.361e-03 1.714e-02 2.342e-02 4.037e-02� 2.050e-04 � 3.244e-04 � 3.650e-04 � 5.293e-042 5.278e-03 1.452e-02 2.240e-02 3.757e-02� 1.943e-04 � 3.0373e-04 � 3.600e-04 � 5.084e-043 5.319e-03 1.444e-02 2.492e-02 3.853e-02� 1.797e-04 � 2.912e-04 � 3.742e-04 � 4.715e-04sum 2.210e-02 6.0454e-02 9.311e-02 1.528e-01� 3.807e-04 � 6.066e-04 � 7.275e-04 � 9.864e-04Table 5: Countrates in Various Energy Bands for Rows 21-221 on I3node 0.5-2 keV 0.5-7 keV 5-10 keV 0.3-10 keV0 2.340e-03 7.291e-03 7.048e-03 1.296e-02� 9.726e-05 � 1.478e-04 � 1.253e-04 � 1.925e-041 2.787e-03 8.034e-03 7.185e-03 1.378e-02� 1.306e-04 � 1.799e-04 � 1.294e-04 � 2.252e-042 2.431e-03 7.738e-03 7.176e-03 1.350e-02� 1.268e-04 � 1.766e-04 � 1.288e-04 � 2.212e-043 2.406e-03 7.499e-03 7.038e-03 1.303e-02� 9.755e-05 � 1.467e-04 � 1.249e-04 � 1.895e-04sum 9.964e-03 3.056e-02 2.845e-02 5.327e-02� 2.283e-04 � 3.269e-04 � 2.542e-04 � 4.154e-04 4 / 17



High-Energy Partile BakgroundTable 6: Countrates in Various Energy Bands for Rows 801-1001 on I3node 0.5-2 keV 0.5-7 keV 5-10 keV 0.3-10 keV0 3.140e-03 9.310e-03 8.362e-03 1.522e-02� 1.633e-04 � 2.525e-04 � 2.179e-04 � 3.120e-041 3.384e-03 9.464e-03 8.663e-03 1.553e-02� 2.027e-04 � 2.8477e-04 � 2.2437e-04 � 3.414e-042 3.223e-03 9.3472e-03 8.401e-03 1.505e-02� 1.931e-04 � 2.791e-04 � 2.222e-04 � 3.334e-043 3.028e-03 9.377e-03 8.502e-03 1.530e-02� 1.618e-04 � 2.522e-04 � 2.201e-04 � 3.119e-04sum 1.277e-02 3.750e-02 3.393e-02 6.110e-02� 3.623e-04 � 5.351e-04 � 4.422e-04 � 6.499e-04Table 7: Ratio of 5-10 keV/0.5-7 keV bandnode S3 bottom S3 top I3 bottom I3 top0 1.396 1.560 0.967 0.8981 1.542 1.366 0.894 0.9152 1.602 1.542 0.927 0.8993 1.663 1.726 0.938 0.907bottom of eah hip we onsider the ratio of the ount rate at the top of eah hip to the ount rateat the bottom of the orresponding hip. Node to node variations have been averaged out. Table 8ontains the relevant ratios. While ountrates between the top and the bottom of the hip are nearlyidential on S3 (� 5% variation), I3 displays more dramati variation (� 25% variation). These leardi�erenes aross the hips are reeted in the struture of spetra derived from the level 0 histogram�les.2.2 Composite FI(I3) and BI(S3) SpetraWe derived omposite spetra by summing together all of the event histograms for rows 21-221 androws 801-1001 on the S3 and I3 hips. (The high-energy partile bakground varies by �20% or less inthe 0.3-10 keV band between observations. Thus, spetra an be reliably o-added. For more detail,see setion III.) Composite spetra for the top and bottom setions of S3 and I3 are available in Figures1 through 4 respetively. For the S3 hip, di�erenes in ount rate are negligible between the top andbottom of the hip. In ontrast, the top of the I3 hip reeives onsiderably higher ount rates than thebottom.The bakground spetra for S3 (�gures 1 and 2) are primarily at from 2-7 keV. The spetra riseby a fator of 8 between 7-10 keV. At low energies (� 0.5 keV), the bakground rises steeply to 0.3keV and then turns over. Spetra from the top and bottom of the hip agree to within 5%, exept atenergies greater than 10 keV, where the bakground is higher at the bottom of the hip. Line strutureis apparent at �2 keV (Al K�, Si K� uoresene, and Au M omplex) and from 9.7 keV to 11.6 keV(Au L�,�). A nikel feature is apparent at 8 keV. Ti K� and Mn K� appear at around 4.5 and 5.9 keV5 / 17



High-Energy Partile BakgroundTable 8: Top/Bottom ountrate for the S3 and I3 hipship 0.5-2 keV 0.5-7 keV 5-10 keV 0.3-10 keVS3 1.058 0.961 0.954 0.991I3 1.282 1.227 1.193 1.147

Figure 1: Composite Histogram Mode Bakground Spetra for the S3 hip. Energy is binned in unitsof 0.1 keV. Notable spetral features are labeled.respetively. The Al K�, Ti K�, and Mn K� lines stem from ontamination by the external alibrationsoure.The event histogram bakground on I3 is dramatially smaller than that on S3, by nearly a fatorof 2. (Spetra are in �gures 3 and 4.) We observe a atter spetrum overall from I3, with more strikingline features. The bakground is somewhat higher at the top of the hip than at the bottom (on theorder of 20%). We observe Al K�, Si K� uoresene, and Au M omplex lines at energies from 1.5keV to 2.5 keV. A lear Ni K� line is apparent at 7.5 keV and Au L�,� appear at 9.7 keV and 11.5 keVrespetively. Ti K� and Mn K� are also apparent at around 4.5 and 5.9 keV respetively. Again, AlK�, Ti K�, and Mn K� lines are most likely due to ontamination from the external alibration soure.Considerable di�erenes exist in the shape of spetra from the top and bottom of the I3 hip. Threeinteresting features at 2.5 keV, 8.5 keV, and 10.8 keV appear in the spetrum from the top of the CCDbut not from the bottom. We attribute these lines to Au M, Ni K�, and Au L� X-rays whih haveonverted in the framestore region. The framestore shield has a Au oating with a Ni underoating.Sine the CTI is essentially zero in the framestore, the harge pakets from these X-ray events do notsu�er any losses in the transfer proess. The observed energy of these lines is higher than the true value6 / 17



High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 2: Composite Histogram Mode Bakground Spetra for the S3 hip. Energy is binned in unitsof 0.1 keV. X and Y axes are plotted logarithmially.beause the gain orretion we have applied assumes these events onverted in the imaging region wherethe harge pakets are subjet to CTI losses. At energies less than 1 keV, the spetra for the top andbottom diverge sharply, with the bakground at the bottom of the hip rising gently at lower energieswhile the bakground at the top plummets. This is due to very real harge transfer di�erenes betweenthe top and the bottom of the hip. At the top of the hip, the e�ets of CTI are muh larger. Theturnover seen at the lowest energies is aused by the lowest energy events losing enough harge thatthey fall below the event detetion threshold.3 Time Variability of the High Energy Partile BakgroundIn this study, we onsider both short-term and long-term time variability of the high-energy partilebakground. We de�ne short-term variability to be that whih ours on timesales of thousands ofseonds - in other words, time variability as observed within one observation. Long-term variability refersto variability over timesales of weeks or months { i.e., variability of the bakground from observationto observation.It is important to note that for the study of time variability, only a basi gain orretion (as desribedin Setion II) was performed on the event histogram data. We did not subtrat out hot olumns fromthe ACIS sky bakgrounds and used the released gain urve without any additional orretions.We onsider the short-term variability for the energy ranges onsidered in setion II. Figures 5 and6 ontain ounts per histogram �le as a funtion of time for the S3 and I3 hips respetively duringobsid 964, the longest bottom (rows 21-221) observation. Figures 7 and 8 ontain ounts per histogram�le as a funtion of time for the S3 and I3 hips respetively during obsid 27, the longest top (rows7 / 17



High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 3: Composite Histogram Mode Bakground Spetra for the I3 hip. Energy is binned in unitsof 0.2 keV. Notable spetral features are labeled.801-1001) observation. Eah individual histogram �le has an exposure time of about 5 kse. Signi�antvariation ours within the high-energy partile bakground over the ourse of eah observation. Thehigh-energy partile bakground varies onsiderably more during obsid 964 than obsid 27. The ountsreeived in the 0.3-10 keV band on the S3 hip displays variations of � 14% (�100 ounts) during obsid964, but only � 6% (�50 ounts) during obsid 27.For obsid 964, bakground variability is onentrated in intermediate energies (0.5-7 keV). (In otherwords, the general trend in ounts in the 0.5-7 keV band learly orrellates to that in the full 0.3-10keV band.) We �nd less variability at high (5-10 keV) and low (0.5-2 keV) energies. Comparing these4 bands, we onlude that the observed short term variability ours in the 2-5 keV range.Similar orrellated variability appears on the S3 hip during obsid 27 (Fig. 7). Bakground vari-ability appears to be onentrated at lower energies, in the 0.5-2 and 0.5-7 keV bands. We observe noappreiable orrellation in variability on I3 during obsid 27 (Fig. 8).To test for long-term variability in the high-energy partile bakground, we onsider the total ountrate in a number of energy bands (0.3-10 keV, 5-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV, and 0.5-7 keV) aross multipleobservations. Figures 9 and 10 display ounts/s in a number of bands on the S3 and I3 hip as afuntion of days sine 1999-01-01. These plots possess two noteworthy features: 1) ount rate in anumber of bands dereases slightly with time and 2) the top of eah hip uniformly reeives somewhathigher ountrates than the bottom of the hip. A ouple of obsids (557 and 1515) produe anomaloushigh and low points. We will be investigating both these obsids separately; in this memo, we disardthem for the purpose of onstraining long-term variability. In the 0.3-10 keV band, we �nd ount ratevariations of up to 16% for rows 801-1001 on S3 and variations of up to 19% for rows 21-221. In thesame band on I3, we �nd variations of up to 20% for rows 801-1001 and up to 35% for rows 21-221.8 / 17



High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 4: Composite Histogram Mode Bakground Spetra for the I3 hip. Energy is binned in unitsof 0.2 keV. X and Y axes are plotted logarithmially.4 Comparison with Other Bakground StudiesWe ompare our results with the ACIS sky bakgrounds derived by Markevith (1999) and bakgroundsgenerated from dark moon observations. In general, all three spetra look idential at energies greaterthan 2 keV. In Figures 11 to 14 bakground spetra derived from the level 0 event histogram �les andorreted to represent the entire hip are overplotted with ACIS sky bakground spetra as well asspetra from dark moon observations (Markevith, 2001) for S3. Di�erene in gain aross the hipleads to some diÆulty omparing the energy sales of di�erent spetra. Gain orretions for the eventhistogram bakground spetra utilized gain tables averaged over the appropriate 201 rows on the hipand further orreted using line �ts to event histogram data taken with HRC-S in the foal plane,whereas full gain tables, arfs, and rmfs were used to make gain orretions for the ACIS sky bakgroundspetra and moon spetra. Bad olumns from the ACIS sky bakground spetra were subtrated fromthe event histogram data in order to better mimi level 2 event �le event �ltering.On S3 (Figures 11 and 12), the ACIS sky bakground, moon observation bakground and eventhistogram bakground are statistially idential at energies greater than 2 keV. At energies less than2 keV, we observe an exess of emission in the sky bakground relative to moon and event histogrambakgrounds; this is presumably the Galati X-ray bakground or unresolved point soures. A numberof spetral features appear in all three spetra: 1) a feature at about 2 keV from the ombined Al K�,Si K�, and Au M�, � lines and 2) features at 9.7 keV to 11.6 apparent in all spetra from the AuL�,� lines. Some notable di�erenes exist between the spetra. The event histogram spetra displayMn K features between 5-7 keV. These features are due to residual alibration soure ux and are notobserved in the ACIS sky bakground. 9 / 17



High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 5: Counts per histogram �le vs. elapsed time from beginning of exposure for the 0.3-10 keV,5-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV, and 0.5-7 keV energy bands on S3 during obsid 964 (bottom). Eah histogram �lehas an exposure time of 5.3 kse.
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High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 6: Counts per histogram �le vs. elapsed time from beginning of exposure for the 0.3-10 keV,5-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV, and 0.5-7 keV energy bands on I3 during obsid 964 (bottom). Eah histogram �lehas an exposure time of 5.3 kse.
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High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 7: Counts per histogram �le vs. elapsed time from beginning of exposure for the 0.3-10 keV,5-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV, and 0.5-7 keV energy bands on S3 during obsid 27 (top). Eah histogram �le hasan exposure time of 5.3 kse.
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High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 8: Counts per histogram �le vs. elapsed time from beginning of exposure for the 0.3-10 keV,5-10 keV, 0.5-2 keV, and 0.5-7 keV energy bands on I3 during obsid 27 (top). Eah histogram �le hasan exposure time of 5.3 kse.
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High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 9: Days sine 1999-01-01 vs. ounts/s for a number of energy ranges on the S3 hip.

Figure 10: Days sine 1999-01-01 vs. ounts/s for a number of energy ranges on the I3 hip.14 / 17



High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 11: Overlay of ACIS sky bakground, moon bakground, and event histogram bakground forS3. Countrates in the histogram �le bakground spetra have been orreted for the whole hip. Allspetra are binned in units of 0.1 keV. Notable spetral features are labeled.

Figure 12: Overlay of ACIS sky bakground, moon bakground, and event histogram bakground forS3. Countrates in the histogram �le bakground spetra have been orreted for the whole hip. Allspetra are binned in units of 0.1 keV and axes are logarithmi. 15 / 17



High-Energy Partile Bakground

Figure 13: Overlay of ACIS sky bakground and event histogram bakground for I3. Countrates in thehistogram �le bakground spetra have been orreted for the whole hip. All spetra are binned inunits of 0.1 keV. Notable spetral features are labeled.

Figure 14: Overlay of ACIS sky bakground and event histogram bakground for I3. Countrates in thehistogram �le bakground spetra have been orreted for the whole hip. All spetra are binned inunits of 0.1 keV and axes are logarithmi. 16 / 17



High-Energy Partile BakgroundIt is remarkable how good the agreement is between the Dark Moon spetra and the Event Histogramspetra. These data demonstrate that it is possible to observe with ACIS at the fous of the HRMA andto experiene a negligible or no inrease in the observed ount rate due to low-energy protons. Beforethis measurement, it was not lear if there was always some low level of ontamination present fromlow energy protons.We overplot event histogram spetra with ACIS sky bakground spetra for I3 as well. Spetraon I3 (Figures 13 and 14) show similar trends. As on S3, we �nd an exess of emission in the ACISsky bakground relative to the event histogram bakground at lower energies (E � 1.5 keV), as wellas a number of spetral lines whih appear in the event histogram bakground but not the ACIS skybakground. We �nd a prominent Al K�, Si K�, and Au M�, � omplex in both bakgrounds. TheAl K� line is stronger in the event histogram spetra than in the ACIS sky spetra. This is mostlikely a result of ontamination from the external alibration soures. The Ti K�, � and Mn K�, �lines observed at �4.5 keV and �5.9 keV in the event histogram spetra are most likely also resultsof external alibration soure ontamination. At 9.7 keV and 11.5 keV, we �nd strong Au L�,� linesin both spetra. Additional Ni and Au features appear at 2.5 keV, 8.5 keV, and 10.8 keV in theevent histogram spetra but not in the ACIS sky bakground. These are from X-rays onverted in theframestore region (whih has no CTI) then gain orreted. (See Setion II.)5 REFERENCESBagano�, F. ACIS Memo 162, 1 September 1999.Markevith, M. 1999.http://as.harvard.edu/al/Links/Ais/ais/Cal prods/bkgrnd/urrent/index.htmlMarkevith, M. 2001. http://ix.harvard.edu/al/earth/earth.htmlSiene Instrument Calibration Report for the AXAF CCD Imaging Spetrometer(ACIS)http://x.harvard.edu/al/Links/Ais/ais/WWWais al.html
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